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INSTRUCTIONS FOR DOING ASSIGNMENTS 

Dear Learner, 

You are required to submit your assignment response within the stipulated time in order to become 

eligible to appear in the term-end examination. The assignments will be evaluated by the counsellors 

at your Study Centre. Please submit your assignment response to the Coordinator of your Study 

Center. For a 4 credit course, there is one Assignment and for 6/8 credit course, there must be 

minimum 02(two) Assignment.    

Purpose of Assignments: 

1. Assignments are part of the continuous evaluation process in Open and Distance Learning 

(ODL) system. Due weightage is given to the marks/grades you obtain in assignments. This will 

help you for better performance in the term-end examination. If you secure good grades/marks in 

assignments, your overall performance will improve. 

2. Assignments are also a part of the teaching-learning process in the ODL system. Your 

assignment, after evaluation, will be returned back to you with specific and general comments by 

the evaluator. This will help you to know your strength as well as your weakness. Thus, it will 

establish two-way communication between learner and evaluator. 

How to Write Assignments: 

Please read the instructions for writing the response of an assignment before you start writing your 

answer. 

1. Write your name, programme code, the course title, enrolment no. and study centre name with 

code in the top sheet of the assignment answer booklet.theformat is given below. 
PROGRAMMETITLE: ____________________________________________________________________ 

ENROLMENT No.: ___________________NAME: _____________________________________________ 

ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________________________  

COURSE CODE: ____________________COURSETITLE: _____________________________________ 

ASSIGNMENT CODE: _______________STUDY CENTRE: _____________________________________ 

DATE: _____________________________SIGNATURE: ________________________________________ 

2. Before attempting the assignments, please go through the course materials carefully, understand 

the same and write answers in your own language and style. 

3. Write the answers in your own handwriting. Give sufficient margin in the left side of each 

page so that the evaluator will give comments on each paragraph/page. 

4. Your handwriting should be neat and readable. 

Weightage for each Assignments: 

For courses without having Practical 

1. Each Theory Assignment will carry 25% weightage and term-end examination will carry 75% 

weightage. 
2. Each assignment will be of 100 marks. But it will carry 25% weightage. 

3. Youhavetoscoreminimumpassmarki.e.40% or P (Pass) Grade in 10-point scale for each 

assignment. In case you do not submit the assignment or get fail mark in the assignment you 

have to re-submit in the next year. 

For courses having Practical 

1. Each Theory Assignment will carry 15% weightage and each Practical Assignment will carry 

10% weightage and term-end examination will carry 75% weightage. 
2. Each assignment will be of 100 marks. But it will carry 25% weightage. 

3. You have to score minimum pass mark i.e. 40% in each assignment. In case you do not submit 

the assignment or get fail mark in the assignment you have to re-submit in the next year.
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Media Sociology (JMC-10) 
  

(Answer all the questions, which is Compulsory) 

  

Group- ‘A’ 

Q. No. 1 Answer one word or one sentence within each  Marks: 1 × 10= 10 

a) Emergency was declared in the year__________. 

କ) _______ ବର୍ଷ ଜରୁରୀକାଳୀନ ପରିସି୍ଥତି ଘ ାର୍ଣା ଘ ାଇଥଲିା | 

b) AIWC stands for_________. 

ଖ) AIWC  ର ପରୁା ନାମ_________| 

c) WHO stands for__________. 

ଗ) WHO ର ପରୁା ନାମ___________| 

d) Write the name of newspaper edited by Mahatma Gandhi. 

 ) ମ ାତ୍ମା ଗାନ୍ଧୀଙ୍କ ଦ୍ୱାରା ସମ୍ପାଦିତ ଘ ାଇଥବିା ଖବରକାଗଜର ନାମ ଘଲଖ | 

e) Write a name of education campaign sponsored by Govt. of India. 

ଙ) ଭାରତ ସରକାର ଦ୍ୱାରା ଘ ାଉଥବିା ଶକି୍ଷା ପ୍ରଚାର ଅଭିଯାନର ନାମ ଘଲଖ | 

f) Write a name of Govt. policy for women and girls in India. 

ଚ) ଭାରତୀୟ ଝିଅ ଓ ମ ିଳାଙ୍କ ପାଈ ଁଥବିା ସରକାରୀ ଘଯାଜନାର ନାମ ଘଲଖ | 

g) First newspaper was started in India on _______century. 

ଛ) ଭାରତର ପ୍ରଥମ ଖବରକାଗଜ _________ଶତାବ୍ଦୀଘର ଆରମ୍ଭ ଘ ାଇଥଲିା | 

h) Media plays a vital role in democracy. True or false. 

ଜ) ଗଣତନ୍ତ୍ରଘର ଗଣମାଧ୍ୟମ ମଖୁୟ ଭୂମିକା ଗ୍ର ଣ କଘର | ଠିକ ବା ଭୂଲ | 

i) RNI stands for________. 

ଝ)  RNI ର ପରୁା ନାମ________| 

j) Name two TV channels for religious promotion. 

ଞ) ଦୁଇଟି ଆଧ୍ୟାତି୍ମକ ଟିଭି ଚାଘନଲର ନାମ ଘଲଖ | 

 

Group- ‘B’ 

Q. No 2. Short answer-type Questions (Word Limit:100 Words)  Marks: 5 X 4 =20  

a) Describe different of mass media and popularity from your point of view. 

କ) ବିଭିନ୍ନ ପ୍ରକାର ଗଣମାଧ୍ୟମ ଓ ତାର ଜନପି୍ରୟତାର ମତ ଦିଅ | 

b) What are the function of Mass Media? 

ଖ) ଗଣମାଧ୍ୟମର ଉଘେଶୟ ଗଡିୁକ ଉଘେଖ କର | 
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c) What was the objectives of feminist movement in India? 

ଗ) ଭାରତଘର ମ ିଳା ଆଘଦାଳନର ଉଘେଶୟ କଣ ଥଲିା? 

d) What is the importance of Counselling? 

 ) ପରାମଶଷର ଗରୁୁତ୍ୱ କଣ? 

 

Group-‘C’ 

Q. No 3. Medium answer-type Questions (Word Limit:200 Words) Marks: 10 X 4 = 40 

a) Explain the role of media in shaping public opinion. 

କ) ଜନତାଙ୍କ ମତାମତକୁ ପ୍ରଭାବିତ କରିବାଘର ଗଣମାଧ୍ୟମର ଭୂମିକା କଣ. ବର୍ଣ୍ଷନା କର | 

b) How social media acts as a tool of communication for the people? 

ଖ) ଘଲାକମାନଙ୍କ ପାଇ ଁସାମାଜିକ ଗଣାମଧ୍ୟମ କିପରି ଘଯାଗାଘଯାଗର ମାଧ୍ୟମ ପାଲଟିଛି? 

c) Explain the feminist movement in India. 

ଗ) ଭାରତଘର ମ ିଳାଆଦାଳନ ବିର୍ୟଘର ବର୍ଣ୍ଷନା କର | 

d) Differentiate misinformation and disinformation. 

 ) ଭୂଲ ଖବର ଓ ଅପପ୍ରଚାର ମଧ୍ୟଘର ପ୍ରଘଭଦ ଗଡିୁକ ଘଲଖ | 

Group ‘D’ 

Q. No 4. Long answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 300 Words) Marks: 15 X 2 = 30 

a) Is social movement is necessary in country like India. Give your views with examples. 

କ) ଭାରତଘର ସାମାଜିକ ଆଘଦାଳନର ଆବଶୟକତା ଅଛି କି? ଉଧା ରଣ ସ  ନିଜର ମତାମତ ରଖନ୍ତୁ | 

b) Define different media campaign regulated by Govt. of India. 

ଖ) ଭାରତ ସରକାର ଦ୍ୱାରା ନିଅନି୍ତ୍ରତ ବିଭିନ୍ନ ଗଣମାଧ୍ୟମ ପ୍ରଚାର ଅଭିଯାନ ଗଡିୁକ ଘଲଖ | 

 

 

 

**** 
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Development Communication (JMC-11) 
  

(Answer all the questions, which is Compulsory) 

  

Group- ‘A’ 

Q. No. 1 Answer one word or one sentence within each Marks: 1 × 10= 10 

a) GDP stands for____________. କ) GDP ର ପୁରାନାମ ____________ | 
b) Gandhi felt that industrialization will exploits the villages. True or False. 

ଖ) ଗାନ୍ଧୀଙ୍କ ମତରର ଶଳି୍ପାଞ୍ଚଳ ଗମଞ୍ଚଳକୁ ରଶାଷଣ କରରିେ | ଠକି ୋ ଭୂଲ | 
c) When planning commission was set up in India? 

ଗ) ଭାରତରର ର ାଜନା କମଶିନ ରକରେଠାରୁ ଆରମ୍ଭ ର ାଇଥିଲା? 

d) NITI stands for________.  ଘ) NITI ର ପୁରା ନାମ _____________| 

e) When development communication started throughout world? 

ଙ) େଶି୍ୱରର ଉନ୍ନୟନମୂଳକ ର ାଗାର ାଗ ରକରେଠାରୁ ଆରମ୍ଭ ର ାଇଥିଲା? 

f) NGO started functioning after Independence in India. True or false. 

ଚ) NGO ଗୁଡକି ଭାରତର ସ୍ୱାଧୀନତା ପରଠାରୁ କାମ ଆରମ୍ଭ କରଥିିରଲ | ଠକି ୋ ଭୂଲ | 

g) MNREGA ensures _________days employment for unskilled worker. 

ଛ) MNEREGA ଦ୍ୱାରା ଅଣକୁଶଳୀ ଶ୍ରମୀକପାଇଁ ____ ଦନିର କମମନ ୁିକି୍ତ ସୁନଶିି୍ଚତ କରା ାଇଛ ି| 
h) NABARD stands for_____________. ଜ) NABARD ର ପୁରା ନାମ ________ | 

i) National Rural livelihood Mission started in the year_________ in India. 

ଝ) ରାଷ୍ଟ୍ରୀୟ ଗ୍ରାମୀଣ ଜୀେକିା ମଶିନ _______େଷମ ଆରମ୍ଭ ର ାଇଥିଲା | 
j) Who was the founder of Brhmo Samaj? 

ଞ) ବ୍ରହ୍ମ ସମାଜର ପ୍ରତଷି୍ଠାତା କଏି? 

 

Group- ‘B’ 

Q. No 2. Short answer-type Questions (Word Limit:100 Words) Marks: 5 X 4 =20  

a) What is the concept of development communication? 

 କ) ଉନ୍ନୟନ ର ାଗାର ାଗର ଧାରଣା କ ରିଲ କଣ େୁଝା? 

b) What are the key issues of rural development? 

 ଖ) ଗ୍ରାମାାଂଚଳ େକିାଶ ର ମୂଳ କାରଣ ଗୁଡକି କଣ? 

c) What are the functions of NITI Ayaoga? 

 ଗ) NITI ଆରୟାଗର କା ମୟ ଗୁଡକି କଣ? 

d) What are the objectives of NGO in India. 

 ଘ) ଭାରତରର NGO ର ଉରେଶୟ ଗୁଡକି କଣ? 
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Group-‘C’ 

Q. No 3. Medium answer-type Questions (Word Limit:200 Words) Marks: 10 X 4 = 40 

a. How per capital income is calculated in the country? 

କ) ରଦଶର ମୁଣ୍ଡପିଛା ଆୟ କପିର ି ସିାେ କରା ାଏ? 

b. What is development support communication? 

ଖ) ଉନ୍ନୟନ ସ ାୟକ ର ାଗାର ାଗ କା ାକୁ କୁ ା ାଏ? 

c. Explain Rostow’s five stage of modernization. 

ଗ) Rostow 's ପଞ୍ଚସ୍ତରୟି ଆଧୁନକିୀକରଣ କା ାକୁ କୁ ା ାଏ? 

d. What are the objectives of five year plans? 

ଘ) ୫େଷଆି ର ାଜନାର ଉରଦଶୟ ଗୁଡକି କଣ?  

 

Group ‘D’ 

Q. No 4. Long answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 300 Words) Marks: 15 X 2 = 30 

a) Explain the need for improving national resources to improve development support 

communication? 

କ) ଜାତୀୟ ସମ୍ପଦର ଉନ୍ନତରିର ଉନ୍ନୟନ ସ ାୟକ ର ାଗାର ାଗର ଭୂମକିା କଣ? େର୍ଣ୍ମନା କର? 

b) What is the role of media in development communication? 

ଖ) ଉନ୍ନୟନ ର ାଗାର ାଗରର ଗଣମାଧ୍ୟମର ଭୂମକିା କଣ? 

  

 

 

**** 

 

 

 

  

 



 

 

New Media and Computer Application 
 (JMC-12) 

Full Mark – 100 
(Answer all the questions, which is Compulsory) 

GROUP- ‘A’ 
Q. No. 1 Very Short answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 50 Words) Marks: 1 × 10= 10  
 

a. The term New media come up in the year ……………? 
  K.  ‘ ì̂Z^ cû¤c’ g±Uò ùKCñ ciòjûùe ùfûKùfûP^Kê @ûiòQò? 

b. DVB is………. 
  L. Wòbòaò ùjCQò............... 

c. What kind of verb is used for SEO writing? 
  M.  GiAI fòL^ùe ùKCñ _âKûe Kâòdû aýajûe Keû~ûG? 

d. Flickr is a ………………….website for sharing photographs? 
 N.  ̀ ùUûMâû`þ aò̂ òcd _ûAñ `äòKeþ ùMûUòG................ùIßaiûAUþ?              

e. 1 Peta byte is equal to ………………TB. 
O. 1ù_UûaûAUþ .......................Uòaò iûwùe icû^ö 
f. Which is used to insert an artistic wordart in the document? 
P.  ùMûUòG Z[ýùe KkûZàK g±Kkû aýajûe _ûAñ K’Y aýajûe Keû~ûG ? 

g. A…………..is an option by which the entire page design and layout can be changed? 
Q.....................ùjCQò ùMûUòG @°^þ ~ûjû\ßûeû icMâ _éÂûe @kueY I i{úKeYùe _eòaZð^ Keû~ûG ? 

h. Write down some name of odia typing software. 
R. ùKùZûUò  IWÿò@û fòL^ i Ö̀ùIßeþ e ^ûc ùfLö 
i. Krita is open source software which is used for…………….? 
S. KâòUû ùMûUòG cêq C› i Ö̀ùIßeþ ~ûjû ....................._ûAñ aýajûe Keû~ûG? 
j. .sla is the extension of …………..? 
T. .iäû ùjCQò..............e GKèùU^i þ̂ ^ûc? 

 
Group ‘B’ 

Q.No 2. Short answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 100 Words) Marks: 5 X 4 = 20  

a. File & Folder 
K. `ûAfþ Gaõ ù`ûfØe 
b. Clip art 
L. Käò_þ @ûUð 
c. vlog 
M.  bäMþ 
d. Text threading 
N.  ùUKþIUþ ù[âWòwþ 

  



 

 

 
Group ‘C’ 

Q.No 3. Medium answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 200 Words) Marks: 10 X 4 = 40 

a. Write down the uses of new media in different fields. 
K.  aòbò̂ Ü ùlZâùe ì̂Z^ cû¤ce aýajûe aòhdùe ùfLö 

b.  How to work with picture, clipart, shapes, smart art, charts etc in MS Word? 
L.  cûAùKâûi`Öþ IßûWÿðùe Qaò,Käò_þ @ûUð,ùi_,iàûUð @ûUð,PûUð AZýû\òKê ù^A Kò_eò Kû~ðý Keòa? 
c. Describe the evolution of Internet. 
O. AõUeù^Uþ e aòKûg iµKðùe @ûùfûP^û Keö 
d. Write a note on Inkscape. 
P. AuþùÄ_þ  aòhdùe GK ùQûU eP^û ùfLö 

 
Group ‘D’ 

Q.No 4. Long answer-type Questions (Word Limit: 300 Words)  Marks: 15 X 2 = 30  

a. Analyse how citizen journalists are shaping the future of news. 
 K.    ^ûMeòK iû´û\òK cûù^ Laee baòhýZKê Kò_eò @ûKûe ù\CQ«ò, aòùgähY Keö 
b. What are the image editing options available in Krita?  
 L.    KâòUûùe PòZâ iµû\^û _ûAñ K’Y iêaò]û ejòQò? 

 
 

 

**** 
 


